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4 Secret Wart Treatments The Doctors Don't Want You To
Know
Anyone that has had a wart knows the level of embarrassment and anxiety that they can cause.
They can lead to ridicule and a reduced level of self-confidence.
If you have been to a doctor's office (or even if not) and even they can't help you permanently get
rid of those warts, it's time to take matters into your own hands.
There are several home remedies that doctors and dermatologists don't want you to know about!
Why? Because they make money on you coming to them!
The truth is, many of these solutions I am sharing with you here can save you hundreds or maybe
even thousands in trips to the doctor's office.
In fact, many home remedies are even more effective and affordable than trips to the doctor or
medical procedures to remove warts.
The following are some wart removal treatments that doctors don't want you to know about
because they are so inexpensive and effective.

Here are some home remedies to get rid of those warts for good.
A home remedy to remove warts from your body is to use lemon slices, apple cider, and salt.
To do this, be sure to cut a lemon into average-size slices and soak the slices in a healthy batch of
apple cider. Next, just add some salt to this solution and allow it to sit for a couple of weeks.
To apply this treatment, take the time to rub the slices on the affected area. You should see results
within a few days. This treatment takes some time but it is 100% safe and natural.
Another effective treatment for warts is Echinacea. This is a great item to use to help your immune
system
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work at its very best.To use this product, take the time to take the capsules as often as
To use this product, take the capsules as often as three times a day. This can heal a wart in as
little time as a few days to as many as a few weeks. This method has been shown to work the
fastest while still remaining safe and natural.
This product is for you if you want results fast and simply don't have time to peel garlic or cut
lemons.
Now, the last method in this list involves...garlic. Weird, right?
Before you dismiss me as some crazy witch doctor, hear me out on this one.
Garlic really does make the world go round when it comes to removing warts from your body.
This item is full of anti-viral agents to help rid your body of warts.Take some garlic, peel it, and
then cut a sliver or slice that is roughly the size of the wart. Press to your skin and hold it still with a
bandage.
To apply this method, simply take some garlic, peel it, and then cut a sliver or slice that is roughly
the size of the wart. Then, place the garlic piece to your skin and hold it still with a bandage.
By doing this, a blister should form over the wart. With repeated applications, this blister and the
wart should fall off within a few weeks.
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For those with a really bad wart...
If you are serious about removing your warts, I highly recommend you check out the product
Wartrol. I've had up to five warts on my hands at any given time and this product completely
eliminated all of them within a few weeks! Not only that, but they haven't come back either! Check
out my full personal review of it here:
Wartrol Wart Treatment - Personal Review
Consistency is the name of the game: If you treat your wart every single day, you can then be
sure to get rid of it. One or all of the above treatments is sure to work for you no matter the location
or size of the wart. Just by opening your medicine or kitchen cabinets, you will have the supplies
you need to rid yourself of warts.
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